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and hopelessness were commonplace for African Americans who
lived in the South's countryside, either on farms or in rural
communities. Many southern blacks sought relief from these
conditions by migrating to urban centers. Many others, however,
continued to live in rural areas. Scholars of African American rural
history in the South have been concerned primarily with the
experience of blacks as sharecroppers, tenant farmers, textile
workers, and miners. Less attention has been given to other aspects
of the rural African American experience during the early twentieth
century. African American Life in the Rural South, 1900-1950
provides important new information about African American
culture, social life, and religion, as well as economics, federal policy,
migration, and civil rights. The essays particularly emphasize the
efforts of African Americans to negotiate the white world in the
southern countryside. Filling a void in southern studies, this
outstanding collection provides a substantive overview of the
subject. Scholars, students, and teachers of African American,
southern, agricultural, and rural history will find this work
invaluable.

Carpe Diem
Featuring delightfully irreverent phrases, lovely calligraphy, and
illustrated backgrounds, this coloring book invites adults to color
their f*cking stress away! With a range of profanity from upbeat
sweary affirmations to hilariously sassy sayings, 30 different
expletives offer creative stimulation and cathartic release for any
mood. Designs are printed on thick, removable, frame-worthy
pages—with metallic ink patterns on the back of each
page—making them easy to share and display.

Carpe F*cking Diem Journal
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The Little Book of Shit
Community health nurses need specialized knowledge and skills to
succeed in their unique role in health promotion and disease
prevention. This thoroughly updated and revised second edition of
Community and Public Health Nursing provides students with an
excellent foundation in the theories and concepts of community
nursing while also delivering practical, step-by-step guidance in
conducting community nursing projects in different settings and
situations. This engaging text presents real-world public and
community health issues as a context for understanding the complex
realities of community nursing with diverse populations. The book is
informed by over thirty years of practice, education, and research in
community health nursing and is packed with case studies and
practice examples. Its team-based approach emphasizes
collaboration with communities and other health professionals to
promote the health of individuals, families, groups, and
communities. Discussion questions, key terms, learning objectives,
classroom and seminar exercises, and online resources create a
structured framework for learning. The second edition also features
new content on health equity, health literacy, and community
health nursing in disaster and emergency management. With an
emphasis on understanding the clinical application of theories and
standards, this text is the perfect resource for community health
nursing courses.

Rogue Rider
"Alaska, Yukon, British Columbia, Alberta, Northwest
Territories"--Cover.

Rude Puzzle Book
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attainable'. Thomas Fowell Buxton We all know someone who's
strong and resourceful, who never gives up, and who meets any
challenge with their head held high. Whether it's a friend, a partner
or a relative, this little book celebrates your loved one for being the
resilient person they are, and their ability to tackle anything that
comes their way. Packed with cheering quotes and statements, it's
the perfect way to tell them: 'you make me proud'.

So. Many. Stickers.
Is Joe Biden the right Democrat to face Trump in 2020? Decide by
reading this guide to his policies, accomplishments as vice president
to Barack Obama, and complicated past as a Congressman. Even
before he decided to run, Joe Biden was the most popular
Democratic candidate for president in 2020. On the heels of serving
as vice president, and close friend, to Barack Obama, Biden’s
resume and likability position the former Congressman from
Delaware as the favorite for the nomination. He holds s strong lead
in the polls. But Joe Biden’s legacy is much more complicated. He
chaired the Foreign Relations and Senate Judiciary Committees,
but his treatment of Anita Hill in the Clarence Thomas Supreme
Court hearings will be a black mark on his candidacy. He oversaw
successful Great Recession relief and the Violence Against Women
Act and ultimately received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, but
the racial statements from his past will reflect poorly when
promoted by Republicans and fellow Democratic candidates. And
Biden has faced allegations of inappropriate touching by several
women. Meet the Candidates 2020: Joe Biden: A Voter’s Guide
will explore these contradictions and help you decide if Biden is
your choice for 2020. The Meet the Candidates 2020 series is the
informed voter’s guide to making a decision in the 2020
Democratic primary and presidential election. Each book gives an
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candidate interviews; an introduction by campaign advisor,
Democratic Coalition co-founder, and Dworkin Report host Scott
Dworkin; and compilation and writing by Occupy Democrats
Editor at Large Grant Stern. In two hours of reading, you’ll
understand their defining characteristics, credentials, campaign
issues, challenges, presidential chances, and everything else you
need to know to decide who should challenge Donald Trump.
Whether it’s for Elizabeth Warren, Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders,
Kamala Harris, Pete Buttigieg, Cory Booker, or another, Meet the
Candidates is what you need to make an informed vote for
president in 2020.

Walkable City Rules
Create your own comic book! Get creative within these 64 paneled
pages! Blank book comes with a stencil sheet with speech bubbles
and visual effects, so you can make your comics pop! Plus: The book
jacket comes off and the book has a blank cover, so you can even
design, draw, and ink in your own cover design! 7 layouts
throughout the book provide visual variety. Premium thick drawing
paper supports a variety of pens and pencils. Best with pencil, ink,
colored pencil, and other dry media. 64 pages. For artists of all ages.
Blank book measures 8-1/2'' wide x 11'' high. Softcover.
Archival/acid-free paper.

Little Moments of Love
A journal to stop the bullsh*t and seize the f*cking day! Packed with
profanity and the IDGAF spirit, this is the perfect journal to say it
like it is and get back to what matters. Finally ditch the anxiety,
shake off the stress, and take a moment each day to focus on the
number one f*cking person in your life--you! With journal pages,
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that encourages you to embrace the c'est la f*cking vie attitude and
focus on your happiness. Hilarious and with a self-care attitude that
tells you to take a damn nap and eat that f*cking ice cream, this is
the perfect gift for the sweary person in your life and the ideal
journal to carry with you all damn day.

Fucking Awesome Coloring Book
Discover the power of "yes" and all the amazing things it can do for
you. So often we are afraid of failure, of disappointment, of being
vulnerable, that we settle for "no". The practical tips and
inspirational advice within these pages will help you embrace
positivity and find a new sense of freedom in each area of your life,
from your career, to your relationships, to your dreams and
ambitions.

Carpe Fucking Diem Flexi Journal
Ever been lost for words abroad? When you want to get your point
across abroad there’s only one way to do it: by swearing your ar*e
off! Impress the world with a stream of multi-lingual profanity from
this nifty pocket book.

F*cking Planner Stickers
The Yorkshire-based publisher Bamforth & Co started producing
'saucy' postcards in 1910. These cheeky designs became
synonymous with the English seaside resorts where they were sold,
but were exported all over the world. After WW2, Bamforth artists
began to satirise the classic comic archetypes that still resonate
today - henpecked husbands, naughty nurses and randy milkmen.
Contemporary concerns ranging from the contraceptive pill to the
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Postcards: The Bamforth Collection celebrates the golden age of
these comic gems, with a selection of more than 250 cards originally
published from the early 1950s to the mid-1970s. The book's
introduction reveals the story behind the company, and the battles
with the postcard censorship committees that resulted in almost 150
prosecutions.

The Little Book of Foreign Swearwords
Dallas Van ZantWater polo god.Shameless flirt.Beautiful disaster in
the most literal sense of that label. Trust me, it's not hyperbole. He's
in big trouble with the law. What does this have to do with me, you
ask? Unfortunately, a lot.For some reason, which I still can't quite
wrap my brain around, I've been talked into driving him around as
part of his plea deal. Problem is, he makes me nervous. I'm not
good with people, men in particular, popular athletes especially. I've
worked really hard to get my disability under control and one
minute in his company and all my hard work flies out the
window.To top it all off, I promised myself that I was going to make
some serious changes this year. I'm tired of feeling awkward around
boys. I'm tired of never having had a boyfriend. I'm tired of being
lonely. But I'm also not the type to turn away a person in need. So
I'll do what I must to help him out. I'll just pretend that I'm not
enjoying his company. And I'll ignore the fact that he's sweet and
funny. And I'll tell myself every day that he's out of my
league.Because I'm as inexperienced as they comeand Dallas Van
Zant is nothing but wild.

Walk with Wings
2020 Sweary Planner Seize the fucking day with this bad word
planner that will get you right on your way to getting your shit done
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on your way to getting your life right. It features: 2020 Calendar
Year in pixels with your "shit to note" Monthly Calendar for each
month with a spot for "shit to do" and "fuckery" Each Month has a
dot grid page with "remember this shit" title Each month has a
random shit notes spot Several blank lined pages titled "The shit in
my brain" Matte Softbound Cover Perfectly Sized at 6x9 Pick up
this ultimate planner to get your shit together this 2020! You will be
able to note your appointments, to-do's, notes, and vomit all of
those thoughts into pen and paper. Visit our author page "Trash
Mouth Publishing" for other funny gag gifts!

Carpe Fucking Diem 2020 Planner
2020 Profanity Planner Seize the fucking day with this cuss word
planner that will get you right on your way to getting your shit done
this 2020. This funny profanity agenda and organizer will get you
on your way to getting your life right. It features: 2020 Calendar
Year in pixels with your "shit to note" Monthly Calendar for each
month with a spot for "shit to do" and "fuckery" Each Month has a
dot grid page with "remember this shit" title Each month has a
random shit notes spot Several blank lined pages titled "The shit in
my brain" Matte Softbound Cover Perfectly Sized at 8x10 Pick up
this ultimate planner to get your shit together this 2020! You will be
able to note your appointments, to-do's, notes, and vomit all of
those thoughts into pen and paper. Visit our author page "Trash
Mouth Publishing" for other funny gag gifts!

She Believed She Could So She F-cking Did 2021 Pla
Evangeline Thorne is privileged. Beautiful and popular, if not a little
jaded. A chance encounter with a green-eyed stuntman sets off a
chain of events that turns her perfect, little world upside down.Short
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carnival for the summer.Thrust into a world full of drama,
deception, and secrecy, Evangeline tries to find herself and protect
her heart in the process. Sebastian McAllister is cursed.He knows
better than to think otherwise. He's content to live out the rest of his
life traveling the country as one of the four Sons of Eastlake, seeking
thrills the only way he knows how. The one thing he doesn't see
coming is the spoiled blond with stars in her eyes. The only problem
is, the more time he spends with her, the more hope starts to stir in
his dormant heart.Too bad hope is a dangerous thing when you're a
McAllister.

African American Life in the Rural South, 1900-1950
Strictly for grown-ups! This book puts the tease into brain-teasers
with a compendium of crude crosswords, unbelievably wicked word
searches, dirty dot-to-dots and other provocative puzzles to test your
knowledge of the smuttiest lingo - a racy replacement for life's idle
moments.

Carpe Fucking Diem 2020 Sweary Planner
Is 'shit' the most versatile word in the English language? Quite
possibly! This little book presents some of the best uses of our
favorite expletive. From doctors (Take two shits and call me in the
morning) to waiters (You want fries with that shit?), and whether
you're a Darwinist (It's survival of the shittest) or a Catholic (If shit
happens, we deserve it), there's enough shit for everyone!

I Came. I Saw. I F-cking Conquered. 2021 Planner
A New York Times essayist shares her journey from a selfdestructive college student to a devoted family woman and teacher
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being truthful about life's challenges.
Meet the Candidates 2020: Joe Biden
A self-care guided journal for when you realize buying a scented
candle isn't actually going to make you feel f*cking better Ah, selfcare. Yoga classes, green juice, bubble baths, face goop. F*ck that.
The new self-care is all about taking care of yourself in whatever
way you need to feel good. Whatever your paycheck or location,
your identity, social class, race, gender--self-care belongs to YOU.
Self-care isn't just for the Insta-influencers doing all the yoga in their
150$ athleisure while eating their acai bowls and touting their
skincare routine. Self-care is for all of us--it's for the busy bitches,
the stressed-out queens, the women who are doing it all and just
need a minute for themselves. It's for the anxiety-ridden, the
wellness-challenged, the people who need a break to focus on their
own mental health. It's about identifying your core values and
making the time to nurture them. It's about taking a look at the
tough stuff--anxiety, mental health, self-love, boundaries,
empowerment--and finding concrete ways to help. Self-care is about
truly feeling f*cking radiant. With guided prompts, sweary sayings,
and an empowering AF attitude, this is the perfect journal for
readers who are over the bullsh*t and are ready to take their selfcare into their own hands.

Carpe Diem
Ever spent another birthday wondering where your life has gone?
Most of us are not living to our full potential. We've let go of our
dreams and resigned ourselves to a life of quiet frustration. We go
through the motions each day with a mentality that says "so high
and no more". Tony Campolo says, ENOUGH! It's time to SEIZE
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leave a lasting legacy on this world. In "Carpe Diem", Campolo will
challenge you to let go of whatever is holding you back, and show
you how to wake up refreshed, renewed and ready to make the most
of the day you've been given. His contagious enthusiasm will get
you revved up to take your life back into your own hands, and learn
how to squeeze the last drop out of every day! Start living big, seize
the day. Don't wait - your time is now! A Tony Campolo Classic!

Saucy Postcards: The Bamforth Collection
Rewrite the Stars
This sarcastic and funny notebook is the perfect size to give as a
boss gift, staff gifts or team gifts at the office or at work. With a navy
cover, a blunt text, and lightly lined college ruled pages, this
notebook is a gift sizedperfect sitting on a desk or bedside table. Use
it for journaling, taking notes, jotting down lists, or to write in as a
diary. Convenient 6"x9" size.throw it in your bag! Features
Premium Matte Finish Soft Cover Bright White Interior Stock A
Convenient 6" x 9" size 100 pages (50 pages front/back)

I Am F*cking Radiant
Stickers make people happy. And Pipsticks+Workman, the creative
partnership between Workman Publishing and Mo Vázquez’s
subscription sticker club, knows that more stickers = more fun. The
super-quirky, super-trendy gift line—with 215,000 copies in
print—introduces an all-new sticker book for stationery and sticker
lovers. A must-have for any sticker fanatic, So. Many. Stickers.
features 2,500 little stickers for any occasion. Whether you’re
collecting them, decorating with them, or trading with your besties,
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stylish high-top sneakers. It’s the perfect add-on to a
Pipsticks+Workman planner. So go ahead: Spread the sticker love!

You Make Me Proud
I Love How We Don't Have to Say I'm Your Favorite CoWorker.
Book one in the hit series that's soon to be a major motion picture
starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a
stunning new look and an exclusive bonus short story featuring
Liam and his brother, Cole. When Ruby woke up on her tenth
birthday, something about her had changed. Something alarming
enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and call the
police. Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a brutal
government "rehabilitation camp." She might have survived the
mysterious disease that killed most of America's children, but she
and the others emerged with something far worse: frightening
abilities they cannot control. Now sixteen, Ruby is one of the
dangerous ones. But when the truth about Ruby's abilities--the truth
she's hidden from everyone, even the camp authorities--comes out,
Ruby barely escapes Thurmond with her life. On the run, she joins
a group of kids who escaped their own camp: Zu, a young girl
haunted by her past; Chubs, a standoffish brainiac; and Liam, their
fearless leader, who is falling hard for Ruby. But no matter how
much she aches for him, Ruby can't risk getting close. Not after
what happened to her parents. While they journey to find the one
safe haven left for kids like them--East River--they must evade their
determined pursuers, including an organization that will stop at
nothing to use Ruby in their fight against the government. But as
they get closer to grasping the things they've dreamed of, Ruby will
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only chance at a life worth living.
The Darkest Minds
Carpe F*cking Diem { 2021 Planner }
You Are A Badass 17-month Monthly/weekly Planning
Achieve Your Goals and Organize Your Life ★ Write down
accomplishments with your hobbies, health goals, and other life
goals. Look back feel good about yourself and all you've done. Use
journaling to celebrate your goals and dreams, and to track
important tasks, take notes, and keep phone numbers. Or simply use
this journal to organize your life. Be More Creative and Smarter ★
Studies show writing by hand boosts creativity, memory and
intelligence. Journaling also gives your creative juices more punch
so you can quickly and easily come up with new ideas. Imagine how
much more epic you'll be with more creativity and smarts. Your
next great idea may be at the tips of your fingers waiting to be
written in your 2021 journal. What's Really Important? ★ Stop and
think about the importance of birth certificates, property deeds, or
the laws that govern our worldimportant things get written down.
Shouldn't you start writing down your goals, dreams, and ideas?
Aren't you important? ★This journal is a perfect gift or present for
your friend, co-worker, or family member. Perfect for writing
thoughts, taking notes, goal setting, meeting notes, organizing,
doodling, lists, and journaling. Awesome inexpensive Christmas gift
under 5$. Buy this inspirational journal for yourself or as the best
fun holiday gift for your loved ones now!
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What began as stray doodles on scraps of paper became an internet
sensation when Catana Chetwynd’s boyfriend shared her
drawings online. Now, Catana Comics touches millions of readers
with its sweet, relatable humor. Little Moments of Love collects just
that – the little moments that are the best parts of being with the
person you love.

Amy Knapp's The Very Busy 2021 Planner
Walk With Wings by Tene Edwards is a poetry collection split into
five chapters: Monsoon Love, Winter Sorrow, Autumn Grace,
Spring Resilient, and Summer Freedom. In short, poignant verses,
Tene's poems are a compilation of reflections on her experiences,
thoughts, and feelings through love, loss, pain, healing and
resilience. The collection takes you through the life story of the
author while offering advice, notes, and affirmations, which were
written to empower the author during difficult times. Walk With
Wings tells the story of Tene falling in love, making bad decisions,
learning from her mistakes, and discovering how to love her life and
herself.

Carpe Diem
Awesome Notebook - Journal - Diary Ideal for punching today in
the face, planning world domination, epic ideas Classic design
makes it easy to use however you choose though Premium soft
matte binding with cool cover (just saying) and 120 lined pages! Lots
of space to write and ways to make today your bitch!!! (It says so on
the back, wink wink) Convenient 6 x 9 size to carry with you on the
go, let's face it you're busy AF Excellent gift idea for.. well anyone.
Or keep for yourself! A MUST HAVE all purpose notebook,
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all people generally speaking . Except maybe the kids on second
thought. Great for staying organized, brainstorming, jotting lists,
taking notes and doodling. Use for kicking ass and taking names or
just grabbing today by the ahem well you get the idea. Carpe
f*cking diem and GET YOURS TODAY!!!

Blank Comic Book (Stencil Included)
History Channel This Day In Military History 2021
We've all heard the saying "seize the day." But what does it really
mean--and how can we use it to jumpstart our lives? In the age of
distraction, carpe diem is more essential than ever, and yet many of
us simply don't employ it in our lives. In this thought-provoking and
empowering book, cultural writer Roman Krznaric unpacks the
history, philosophy, and modern-day applications of "seizing the
day" and delivers a rousing call to action for anyone who wants to
improve their lives--or our world. Carpe Diem is a far-ranging read,
drawing on everything from the neuropsychology of regret to the
anthropology of play, from medieval carnival rites to religious
conceptions of the afterlife and early Japanese cinema. Offering
food for thought as well as inspiring takeaways, the book examines
not just the contributions of great thinkers throughout history, but
also reveals insights from the lives of great seize-the-day
practitioners including nightclub dancers, war photographers, bored
housewives, and committed revolutionaries--offering a wide range of
solutions to the daunting challenge of leading a meaningful life.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Carry On, Warrior
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husband decide to quit their jobs to travel around the world, they're
given a yellow envelope containing a check and instructions to give
the money away. The only three rules for the envelope: Don't
overthink it; share your experiences; don't feel pressured to give it
all away. Through Ecuador, Peru, Nepal, and beyond, Kim and
Brian face obstacles, including major challenges to their
relationship. As she distributes the gift to people she encounters
along the way she learns that money does not have a thing to do
with the capacity to give, but that giving—of ourselves—is
transformational.

Community and Public Health Nursing
On the run from interplanetary assassins, covert operative Val Con
yos'Phelium and former mercenary sergeant Miri Robertson have
wound up stranded on a distant planet with no rescue in sight. Until
they figure out a way back to Liad, these two lost souls must find a
way to trust each another and let their love heal the dark wounds
of their past. . . . Back on Liad, Shan yos'Galan, Val Con's cousin
and foster brother, and his life-partner, Priscilla Mendoza, have
initiated their own search for the missing member of Clan Korval.
But what they don't know is that those who seek to destroy Val Con
and Miri are just as determined to bring down Clan Korval. All the
deadly enemy needs is someone to unwittingly lead them to their
target. . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).

Carpe Fucking Diem
The Power of YES
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They're here. They ride. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
Born of a match between good and evil, four siblings stand between
hell's minions and everything they want to destroy. They are the
Lords of Deliverance, and they have the power to ward off
Doomsday . . . or let it ride . . . ROGUE RIDER Jillian Cardiff
came to this remote mountain town to forget the demon attack that
almost killed her. Instead, she rescues-and falls for-a gorgeous
stranger who has no memory of anything other than his name.
Handsome, charming, and protective, Reseph seems like the kind of
man whom Jillian can trust. But with hints of a troubling history of
his own, he's also the kind of man who can be very dangerous . . .
Reseph may not know why he mysteriously appeared in Jillian's life,
but he knows he wants to stay. Yet when Jillian's neighbors are
killed, and demon hunters arrive on the scene, Reseph fears that
he's putting Jillian in danger. And once it's revealed that Reseph is
also Pestilence, the Horseman responsible for ravaging the world, he
and Jillian must face the greatest challenge of all: Can they forget
the horrors of a chilling past to save the future they both desire?
100,000 words
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